❚ Cover story

The energy challenge
Rising power costs and energy policy are major
concerns for directors. Amid a fractured debate, AICD
members are managing the risk and coming to grips
with the issues in a variety of ways.
By Leon Gettler / Narelle Hooper MAICD / Amy Braddon
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If energy costs are going
up a couple of per cent a
year, you can transition
your businesses. It’s when
you get these shocks
in the system, it’s very
challenging to manage.
Rob Sindel GAICD, CEO CSR

Alison Crook AO FAICD, chair of communityowned renewable energy provider Enova Energy,
says the energy debate is so charged in mainstream
media that “the challenge for boardrooms and
organisations is the quality of information available
to make the right decisions about energy policy, use
and costs”. This complicates an already substantial
challenge for organisations managing rising
expenses for what is, for most, a substantial cost
of doing business and ensuring they reduce their
carbon footprint in response to growing climate risk.

Energy strategy

Rob Sindel GAICD, CEO of building products
company CSR, says energy price shocks make it hard
to manage energy strategy, already a challenge for
the board, which requires long planning. “When
you get the opportunity to build a new plant, you
can lower the energy intensity by using the latest
technology and more efficient electric motors,

but you can’t do that at every plant,” he says. “You
can’t just rebuild them with the latest technology,
you’ve got to operate within the confines you have
until it’s time to rebuild. If energy costs are going
up a couple of per cent a year, you can transition
your businesses. When you get these shocks in the
system, it’s very challenging to manage.”
Soaring energy costs have hit hard on the
bottom line at the company, one of Australia’s oldest
manufacturers. Energy costs for CSR’s building
products and glass businesses jumped 14 per cent
on the previous year, to more than $100m for the
year ended 31 March 2018. “That’s a $26m increase
in two years, and that doesn’t include Tomago,”
says Sindel, referring to CSR’s 25 per cent stake in
Tomago Aluminium, a joint venture between CSR,
Rio Tinto Alcan and Hydro Aluminium. The NSW
aluminium smelter operates 24 hours a day.
Tomago’s costs are up $150m in a year following
a new long-term electricity contract that started
last November, Sindel says and the new electricity
contract results in a decline year on year of $50m
in CSR’s profitability. “With Tomago, thankfully, the
aluminium price is higher and the currency lower,
and it’s sold in US dollars so it’s still viable, but what
it means is that globally it’s much less competitive
than it was previously.
Sindel says the cost had significant impact on
CSR’s building products business. “We can put up
the price of bricks or plasterboard and hopefully
cover it, but where we are trade-exposed, competing
with products from overseas, you either wear the
margin, lose the business or close down,” he says.
CSR’s new $75m Hebel autoclaved aerated
concrete plant, scheduled for completion in
March 2019, showcases much more efficient new
technology in automation and environmental and
waste management.
Sindel is critical of the national debate on energy
policy. “Too much of the energy debate focuses on
solar applications. But transitioning industry is not
like that, you can’t just put solar on the roof. The
world’s biggest battery in South Australia would
power Tomago for just eight minutes [Tomago
represents 12 per cent of NSW energy consumption].
What happens at peak times, you need transitional
generation, which was meant to come from gas and
a lot of those gas resources have been locked up by
state governments. We are exporting a lot of that
gas, and gas prices have gone up substantially in
Australia. There’s a myriad of issues undermining
the competitiveness of Australian manufacturing.”
He says the CSR board is aware there is no silver
bullet, only a series of things a company can do to
manage it. “We can look at the forward curve for
electricity and we know what our gas prices are
going to be so we plan two things — either pull out
of certain products or markets, or push our prices

Headquartered
in Rockhampton
and operating in
Townsville and
Newcastle, the
company had seen
its power costs go
up 35 per cent.
“The solar install
has reduced our
power bill by 40
per cent —
a saving of over
$10,000 a year.
Most importantly,
it increases
our electricity
capacity by 30
per cent during
peak demand.”
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oel Heazlewood MAICD, managing director of
Queensland based Coxons Group Australia, got
tired of getting slammed by rocketing energy
bills (Qld consumer electricity bills increased
136 per cent in 2006–16 according to the Clean
Energy Council). Headquartered in Rockhampton
and operating in Townsville, Queensland and
Newcastle, NSW, it had seen its power costs go up
35 per cent. Heazlewood spent $34,000 installing
a 30kW solar power unit in 2018. Coxons Group
supplies mining, transport and industrial cooling
components and heat transfer equipment such as
nosecone modules for mining trucks.
“We wanted to lower our power bill, have more
control and have a plan to go off the grid if required,”
says Heazlewood. “We don’t want to be locked in if
prices go up. The solar install has reduced our power
bill by 40 per cent — saving over $10,000 a year. Most
importantly, it increases our electricity capacity by
30 per cent during peak demand, daytime. We can
track all the power we consume, what our solar
produces and what we put back into the grid, which
gives an idea of what we’ve saved on power.”
Heazlewood is concerned about rising energy
costs and the transition to a low-carbon future. He’s
also frustrated at a decade of dead ends and lost
opportunity with Australia’s energy policy. “We’re
not having the real conversation, in my opinion.
There’s been no proper energy policy for a decade.”
His company is a classic example. His business
relies on the resources sector for its livelihood, has
invested in solar and meets ISO standards for water,
energy and environmental footprint. However, he
also believes coal and nuclear fuel need to be part
of the discussion about future-proofing energy use.
In AICD’s recent Director Sentiment Index, 50 per
cent of directors rated energy policy as the top issue
government should address in the short term (up
from 42 per cent in 2017). In the longer term, 30 per
cent rated climate change (up from 24 per cent). And
84 per cent of directors rated the current quality of
public policy debate in Australia as poor.
Martin Moore GAICD, founder of Your CEO
Mentor and former CEO of Queensland company
CS Energy, says vested interests make it hard for
directors to work out fact from fiction. “Australia
has faced a decade of climate and energy policy
turmoil that now sees businesses and consumers
paying some of the highest prices in the world while
battling to keep the lights on.”
He says the federal government’s plans for
cutting electricity prices are market interventions
unlikely to produce the desired result in any
reasonable time frame, while putting taxpayers’
money at risk. “The threatened re-regulation of retail
prices would do little more than stifle competition
and innovation, while tapping another nail into the
coffin of sovereign risk.”

COXONS
GROUP
AUSTRALIA

We’re not
having the real
conversation.
There’s been no
proper energy
policy for a decade.
Joel Heazlewood MAICD,
MD Coxons Group
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CSR

up, which means costs for housing go up. Ultimately,
the consumer pays because prices go up or jobs are
lost and the product comes from overseas.”
CSR also set environmental targets in 2010 to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, energy
and water use and waste production by 20 per cent
per tonne of saleable product by 2020. It has already
achieved the GHG emissions and waste target.
Further work is underway on water and energy
consumption. Reduction projects are underway at
all sites and post-2020 targets are under review.
“Part of the strategy was saying, ‘let’s put in some
capital with a $20m energy improvement fund to
accelerate some of those energy improvement
initiatives’,” says Sindel.
“Other strategies include consolidating plants or
improving energy efficiency, but in many cases we’d
do this anyway because the cost of energy is such a
large proportion of our overall cost. But what you’re
doing is chasing your tail and passing on bigger
price increases to cover the higher energy costs.”
Sindel says that boards can adopt a number of
strategies to help future-proof energy.
“The first thing is that companies have to be
more efficient and much better at using the finite
energy reserves that we have,” he says. “They have
to ensure that waste is minimised and develop a
planning process around this for what’s going to
happen in the next few years and how they’re going
to manage it.”
Another is to look for opportunities to cut
unnecessary expense. CSR found the opportunity
to go to the wholesale gas market rather than buying
from a retailer. “We went up the supply chain. We
became an operator in the wholesale market and
cut out one step in the process.”
And it’s important to audit and monitor energy
use. “Our teams are watching the price of energy by
the five-minute interval and adjusting the plant with
reference to changes in energy costs during the day.”

Energy audit

In south-west Sydney, Bankstown Sports Club CEO
Mark Condi says energy was the highest cost for the
organisation outside of wages. One of Australia’s
largest registered clubs with 75,000 members, the
club operates 24 hours a day. Its energy costs were
rising eight to 10 per cent a year.
“Energy was our largest cost and it was growing
at a significant rate without any significant
forecast of it stabilising,” Condi says. “There was
no discussion at a national level of those costs
stabilising in any way.”
The club turned to the Clean Energy Finance
Corporation (CEFC) to install its energy-saving
systems, replacing two of its three water-cooled
chillers with a new energy-efficient chiller and
cooling tower. This saved more than five per cent
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$20m fund for
energy-saving
projects to reduce
reliance on
external providers.
$2m solar project
at PGH Bricks in
SA, provides 22
per cent of plant
electricity needs/
saves 25 per cent
of site energy
costs.

BANKSTOWN
SPORTS CLUB
NSW
Installing
energy-saving
systems and solar
photovoltaic
panels reduced
energy usage by
21 per cent and
carbon emissions
by more than 100
tonnes a year.

BLUESCOPE
STEEL NSW

It’s not only about
energy... Every company
has an obligation to
be investing in these
things, not only to
employees and other
stakeholders, but also
to the country.
Mark Condi, CEO Bankstown Sports Club

on energy costs, reduced energy usage by about
21 per cent a year and reduced carbon emissions
by more than 100 tonnes a year. It also installed
solar photovoltaic panels at its associated venue,
Baulkham Hills Sports Club, which Condi estimates
will save $100,000 a year.
He says organisations should be doing energy
audits. “It’s not only about energy, there’s also water
consumption and water harvesting. Every company
has an obligation to be investing in these things, not
only to employees and other stakeholders, but also
the country.”
Plus, he says, there’s been a payoff for staff and
customers. “We find that our staff are passionate
about what we’re doing in terms of solar, rubbish
recycling, what happens to the food waste and the
way we use water.”

Invested in a
$250m 500-panel
solar farm in
regional NSW. Due
for completion in
mid-2019, it will
generate around
133 megawatts
of electricity and
reduce emissions
from electricity
generation by
about 300,000
tonnes of carbon
dioxide per year.

Keeping cool

RACV Noosa Resort brought in Zen Ecosystems to
design an intelligent energy management system
to address energy costs rising 10 to 15 per cent a
year. Resort manager Darren McClenaghan says
the problem was that air-conditioning units in the
resort’s 170 apartments were left running when
guests checked out. Sometimes, staff would not
get around to switching them off for days. With the
web-based Zen system, the air conditioning could be
turned off via computer or mobile phone.
“The business driver was the cost saving, but we
are also now operating in a more sustainable way,”
McClenaghan says, adding that the first step for
businesses should be an audit of their energy use.
“The RACV as an organisation has done a lot
of energy audits right across the group. There are

Finkel Review at a glance

organisations that can come in and work out what’s
the capital, what the payback is,” he says. “My advice
for all businesses would be to get someone in to do
an audit. Not just electricity, but also waste water,
gas. Green saves money.”

Energy fix

In 2017, the Finkel Review proposed three
pillars to transition Australia to low-emission
energy based on:

The great debate

AICD members who spoke to Company Director had
vastly different views on Australia’s energy fix, but
they all agree we need to cut through ideology and
consider the facts. National leadership is required
and Australia needs to have a proper conversation.
Heazlewood says that conversation needs to be
around how Australia meets the energy needs of a
growing nation and the increasing extreme weather
patterns and need to reduce emissions.
“Until both parties agree on the direction of
this country, and that energy is important, we’ll
have problems.”
Martin Moore says policy intervention to drive
the right market responses should be the objective.
“This would best be achieved by putting a price
on carbon and letting the market work it out from
there. Unfortunately, that’s political suicide.”
He says more workable are the recommendations
of the Finkel Review and Energy Security Board to
balance the transition to a cleaner energy system,
without further damaging system reliability or
diverting billions of dollars into compensation
schemes. “We need a courageous government
willing to take a long-term view of the energy
industry and not just play for the short-term
electoral sugar hit of handouts and dubious
promises of future price reductions.” ■

1. Orderly transition

Clean Energy Target (CET) calibrated on Paris
Agreement reduction targets. Large emission
power generators required to give three years
notice of closure.
2. System planning

Across national energy market grid to aid
investment and efficiency.
Regional security and reliability checks.
Priority project list.
3. Stronger governance

My advice for all
businesses would be
to get someone in
to do an audit. Not just
electricity, but also
waste water, gas.
Green saves money.
Darren McClenaghan, manager
RACV Noosa Resort

Energy Security Board (chair Dr Kerry Schott
AO) to coordinate three market bodies:
• Australian Energy Regulator
• Australian Energy Market Commission
• Australian Energy Market Operator
• Annual health check performance.
Next steps

By 2020, develop whole-of-economy emissions
reduction strategy for 2050.
Progress so far

National Energy Guarantee proposed to
legislate a target to cut emissions 26 per cent
for the next 10 years, with a review in 2025
and any changes to apply from 2030.
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The grid

❚ Strategy

The National Electricity Market which
interconnects Qld, NSW/ACT, Victoria, SA
and Tasmania. It consists of approximately

40,000km

transmission lines and cables

9 million
customers

200

$16.6b

of energy was traded in the NEM 2016–17

2 million

homes and businesses have installed solar
photovoltaic systems under the Small-scale
Renewable Energy Scheme, the highest
growth per capita in the world.
AEMO’s 2018 Integrated System Plan
says system reliability requires that new
utility-scale renewable generation be
complemented by storage, distributed
energy resources, flexible thermal capacity,
and transmission, to ensure dispatchability
in all hours. AEMO forecast modelling
shows a heightened risk of unserved energy
(energy that can’t be supplied resulting in
load shedding) over the next 10 years.

Feeding the beast

The Clean Energy Finance Corporation invests in clean
energy technologies, projects and businesses.

Energy Security Board chair
Kerry Schott AO is optimistic
that the Australian energy market
is finally heading in the right
direction.

Australia’s Clean Energy Finance Corporation
(CEFC) is an example of how targeted use of public
policy can provide huge payoffs. A statutory body
established by the federal government under the
Clean Energy Finance Corporation Act 2012 (Cth),
its role is to help organisations and businesses fund
sustainability and energy savings. Governed by an
independent board, it has access to $10b in capital
to invest in clean energy.
Amid a fractious public debate and in 2013
threatened with shutdown, the corporation is
regarded as a leading international model. In five
years of investing, it has contributed to clean energy
projects across Australia with a value of $19b — a
record $2.3b of that in 2017–18.
It has also directly invested in more than 110
individual transactions and financed more than
5500 smaller-scale clean energy projects through
partners. New commitments in 2017–18 included
$1.1b in renewable energy, $944m in energy
efficiency, $100m in transport and $127m in wasterelated projects.

Powering up
National Electricity Market installed and proposed capacity
upgrade

withdrawn

announced withdrawal

proposed
committed
existing less announced withdrawal

CEFC chair Steven Skala AO says in its 2017–18
annual report that his organisation has a clear
charter to be a catalyst for investment in and
financing of clean energy to achieve the long-term
goal of decarbonising the Australian economy.
“Our methodology is to seek to crowd in private
sector investment and engage capital markets to
operate effectively in the private energy sector.”
He says 2018 saw industry seizing the challenges
and opportunities offered by decarbonisation and
accelerating its consideration of emerging duties
associated with carbon disclosure. “The financial
markets have also moved in this regard. The
question now is not one of direction, but of pace.”
The corporation’s annual report says lifetime
cuts to greenhouse gas emissions of more than 190
million tonnes of CO2 equivalent are forecast from
its portfolio (once funds are deployed and projects
fully operational). Projects include:
• $94m invested in Kennedy Energy Central Park
in central north Queensland, providing energy for
communities from Julia Creek to Charters Towers
• $90m for Mirvac to provide first and new home
buyers with built-in solar and battery systems
• $30m to help Resource Co produce processed
engineered fuel (PEF) from commercial and
industrial waste
• US$100m senior secured bond issued by
Pilgangoora Operations, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of ASX-listed Pilbara Minerals, to
finance the development of the Pilgangoora
lithium-tantalum project in WA, important for
electric vehicles and battery storage.

30,000

25,000
Generation capacity (MW)

Source Australian Energy Market Operator, Clean Energy Regulator, 2018

terawatt hours a year of electricity

Cleaning up our act

$19b

20,000

15,000

Total value of projects supported by
Clean Energy Finance Corporation across
Australia — a record $2.3b
of that in 2017–18
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Source: Australian Energy Market Operator 2018 * Solar excludes rooftop photovoltaic installations
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When we switch on the lights, the jug or the air
conditioning, most of us don’t give thought to the
complex market system that works 24/7 across daily
and seasonal demand peaks and troughs to keep
Australia functioning.
The Energy Security Board (ESB) was established
by the COAG Energy Council in 2017 to coordinate
the implementation of the reform blueprint
produced by the Independent Review into the
Future Security of the National Electricity Market
(NEM) headed by Chief Scientist Dr Alan Finkel AO.
The review identified the challenges facing
the electricity market and a transition path
forward with the objectives of security, reliability,
emissions reduction and rewarding customers. It
noted that delivering on these goals was reliant on
strengthened governance, better system planning
and an orderly transition.
ESB chair Dr Kerry Schott AO explains that
the national electricity market is a complex beast,
which essentially consists of a territory/state-based
wholesale market where energy generators generate
power — from coal, gas, wind, sun, hydro and battery.
They bid every five minutes into the Australian
Energy Market Operator (AEMO), which dispatches
supply in order of least cost. Behind that stands
the state transmission grid, and poles and wire
distributors — which are overseen by the Australian
Energy Regulator (AER) and have reliability
obligations. The wholesale market underpins a retail
market and a structure of financial instruments and
contracts to manage risks.
AEMO recently released a plan flagging issues
the transmission grid further needs to address to
be reliable and stable through to 2022 and out to
2040. It will be updated every two years.
The ESB board includes deputy chair Clare
Savage, Paula Conboy (chair of the AER), John
Pierce AO (chair of the Australian Energy Market
Commission) and Audrey Zibelman (CEO of AEMO).
The organisation annually monitors how the
NEM is functioning and identifies areas requiring
improvement. Its 2018 report said the market is
transforming at a rapid rate but noted improvements
in the status and outlook for most of the six areas of

It’s an industry
going through huge
disruption, a bit like the
start of the internet.
Dr Kerry Schott AO

the NEM. “It is moving toward a system that requires
the integration of more variable and distributed
energy resources and both chemical and hydro
storage,” says Schott.
The shift toward more diverse energy resources
has been driven by government policies, significant
reductions in technology costs and changing
consumer preferences.
“This transformation will continue with the
addition of embedded micro-systems, peer-to-peer
trading through blockchain capability and, over

time, electrification of the transport sector,” says
Schott. “With these changes, traditional concepts
of the way in which the system is managed, how
investment should be rewarded and the role played
by supply, storage, networks and consumers must
be revisited.”
Australia’s need for power security, reliability and
emissions reductions has been the target of intense
political focus in a rapidly transforming market.
However, after more than a decade of upheaval,
Schott is optimistic about the progress made, but
says the cost of technology, consumer preferences
and business models are undergoing one of the most
dramatic disruptions we’ve seen.
“We’re on the road to fixing it,” she says. “We’ve
got to link emissions reduction in with the energy
system. The technology is changing very quickly —
it’s an industry going through huge disruption, a bit
like the start of the internet. We’ve got to recognise
there’s a technology change going on that’s not trivial
— and that the way that we used to run the system
doesn’t work anymore.
“It’s a big adjustment process and we have to
try to manage it in the most cost-effective way for
consumers — who, at the end of the day, just want to
be able to switch the light on and not get bowled over
by the size of their electricity bill.” ■
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Energy traders

Power to the people

WA company Power
Ledger is aiming to
use transformative
technology to connect
customers with reliable
renewable energy.

Australia’s first community-owned
renewable energy retailer Enova
Energy is working to disrupt the
traditional energy model.

West Australian technology
company Power Ledger is using
blockchain-based solutions to
give individuals and communities
access to low-cost, reliable and
renewable electricity. The Power
Ledger approach fuses blockchain
with energy markets, facilitating
peer-to-peer energy trading where
renewable energy can be sold
between buyers and sellers without
an intermediary.
The idea was born when founder
and chair Jemma Green discovered
apartments in Australia didn’t have
easy access to renewable energy.
“I tried to solve this problem by
opening up the energy market so
people in apartment buildings could
trade energy between themselves,
without the need for a third party,”
says Green.
Power Ledger was set up in
2016 by Green and co-founder and
managing director David Martin,
who has been working in energy
networks for two decades. “Like
me, Dave saw that the energy
network has a structural problem
and because of the uptake in
renewables, the network is being
used less. This means the people
left using the grid are paying more.
He saw that the blockchain could
encourage more trading across
the network.”
Power Ledger raised $34m in
October 2017, in one of Australia’s
first initial coin offerings. Its energy
trading platform is currently being
trialled across Australia and the
US. In one trial involving Curtin
University, Synergy, Western Power
and energyOS, up to 40 households
in Fremantle, WA are part of a trial
trading solar energy generated from
their rooftops with their neighbours.
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Jemma Green
“We’re taking what was an
application and turning it into
a platform that other people
can access and deploy for their
own needs, with the existing
infrastructure. The trials we’ve done
were about proving the different
application models, so other people
can monetise their involvement
in trading while simultaneously
allowing their consumers to
monetise their investment in
distributed renewables,” she says.
With its headquarters in Perth,
Power Ledger has 22 staff, including
its board, tech, operations, business
development, research and
marketing teams. It also has two
advisors — venture capitalist Bill
Tai (Silicon Valley) and Blockchain
Global partner Sebastian QuinnWatson (San Francisco, Singapore).
“The market for electricity is
huge, more than 70 per cent of the
world’s population,” says Green.

50%

of directors rated
energy as a top
priority for the federal
government in the
short term.
Source: Director
Sentiment Index 2018

Based in Byron Bay,
NSW, communityowned retailer Enova
Energy wants to help
people reduce their
carbon emissions
and benefit the
community.
Founded in 2015,
Enova was a response
to community
concerns about
climate change
and a desire to
do something
practical in the face
of government’s
inaction, says chair
Alison Crook AO
FAICD.
There are some
130,000 households
in the Northern Rivers
spending over $300m
with large energy
companies annually.
Enova’s first
capital raise totalled
$4m, approximately
70 per cent from the
local region. It now
has a licence for the
National Electricity
Market covering all
states except Victoria
(due 2019–20) and
currently has more
than 5200 customers.
Enova is a public
unlisted company
with shareholders
— and a social
enterprise. It is set
up with a holding
company and
a wholly owned
proprietary limited
retailing arm, plus
a NFP registered
charitable company
limited by guarantee.

Enova aims to feed
50 per cent of profits
back to communities
through its NFP
arm. Its revenue in
2017–18 was $5.4m,
and while not yet in
profit, Crook expects
revenues to reach
close to $9m in 2018–
19 and for it to move
into profit in 2019–20.
Enova launched an
equity crowdfunding
campaign in August,
raising $1m.
Enova has put to
government policies
to help support the
growth of smaller
energy retailers,
which it believes
are necessarily part
of fixing Australia’s
energy future. “With
more people installing
solar, it’s possible
for communities to
own, control and
share energy, and be
increasingly selfsufficient,” she says.
“If governments
— which have major
power purchasing
contracts directly
with providers
— allowed small
retailers a tiny slice
of one of their power
purchasing contracts,
we could keep
competition in the
oligopolistic energy
market. Or the
government could
back small business
in terms of a credit
rating. It’s low-risk
considering their total
energy consumption.”

